ANTIBIOTICS FOR URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS: WHEN YOU NEED THEM - AND WHEN YOU DON’T

Antibiotics are medicines that can kill bacteria. Doctors often use antibiotics to treat urinary tract infections (UTIs). The main symptoms of UTIs are:

- A burning feeling when you urinate.
- A strong urge to urinate often.

However, many people get UTI treatment even though they do not have these symptoms. This can do more harm than good. Here’s why:

**ANTIBIOTICS USUALLY DON’T HELP WHEN THERE ARE NO UTI SYMPTOMS**

People often have some bacteria in their urine. This does not mean they have a UTI. But doctors may find the bacteria in a routine test and give antibiotics anyway. The antibiotic does not help these patients:

- It does not prevent UTIs.
- It does not help bladder control.
- It does not help memory problems or balance in older people.

People without symptoms should not be tested or treated for a UTI unless they are pregnant or about to have some types of surgery —for example, prostate surgery and some procedures to remove kidney stones or bladder tumors.

If you do have a UTI and get treated, you usually don’t need another test to find out if you are cured. You should only get tested or treated if UTI symptoms come back.

**ANTIBIOTICS HAVE SIDE EFFECTS**

Antibiotics can have side effects, such as fever, rash, diarrhoea, nausea, vomiting, headache, tendon ruptures, and nerve damage.

**ANTIBIOTICS CAN CAUSE FUTURE PROBLEMS**

Antibiotics can kill “friendly” bacteria in the body. This can lead to vaginal yeast infections. It can also lead to other infections, and severe diarrhea, hospitalization, and even death.

Also, antibiotics may help “drug resistant” bacteria grow. These bacteria are harder to kill. They cause illnesses that are harder to cure. Your doctor may have to try several antibiotics. This increases the risk of complications. The resistant bacteria can also be passed on to others. If you get an infection from resistant bacteria, you may need more doctor visits and medicines.

**WHEN SHOULD PEOPLE TAKE ANTIBIOTICS FOR A UTI?**

If you have UTI symptoms, antibiotics can help.

- The most common UTI symptoms are a painful, burning feeling when you urinate and a strong urge to “go” often.
- Other UTI symptoms in older people may include fever, chills, or confusion. Along with these symptoms,
There is usually pain on one side of the back below the ribs or discomfort in the lower abdomen. There may be a change in the way the urine looks or smells.

For more information about urinary tract infections, see https://www.healthnavigator.org.nz/health-a-z/u/urinary-tract-infection-uti/

**STEPS TO HELP YOU PREVENT URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS (UTIS):**

**Drink water.** Most healthy people should drink six to eight glasses a day. A glass is about a cup or about 250 mL. If you have kidney failure, you should talk to your doctor about how much to drink.

**Don’t hold it in.** If urine stays in the bladder too long, infections are more likely. Try to urinate when you first feel the need.

**Use good hygiene.**
- After a bowel movement, women should wipe from front to back, to avoid bringing bacteria into the urinary tract.
- Both men and women should urinate after sex to flush out bacteria.

**Use urinary catheters briefly, if at all.**
- Catheters are tubes put into the bladder to help with bladder control. They increase the risk of infection.
- Many people in long-term care, such as nursing homes, have catheters. They can be helpful near the end of life when comfort is the main goal. In other cases, ask caregivers or the doctor to manage bladder-control problems without a catheter.
- If you are in the hospital with a urinary catheter, ask your doctor to remove it as soon as possible. Even a few days with a catheter increases the risk of infection.

**WHY WAS THIS RESOURCE DEVELOPED?**

This Choosing Wisely resource is based on the top five clinical practices which patients and health professionals should question, according to the Australasian Society for Infectious Diseases (ASID)1 in 2015, the Australian & New Zealand Society for Geriatric Medicine2, and the Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia3.

Choosing Wisely is a campaign to help health professionals and patients engage in conversations about unnecessary tests and treatments and make smart and effective choices to ensure high quality care. For more information on Choosing Wisely or to see other patient materials, visit www.ChoosingWisely.org.nz

**SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FOR THE ISSUES DISCUSSED IN THIS RESOURCE**


1 http://choosingwisely.org.nz/professional-resource/asisd/
2 http://choosingwisely.org.nz/professional-resource/anzsgm/
3 http://choosingwisely.org.nz/professional-resource/rcpa/
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